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Early French Reform - Jason
Zuidema 2016-04-29
Reminding us that the Genevan
Reformation does not begin
and end with John Calvin, this
book provides an introduction
to Guillaume Farel
(1489-1565), one of several
important yet often overlooked
French-speaking reformers.
Born in 1489 near Gap, France,
Farel was an important firstgeneration French-speaking
Reformer and one of the most
influential early leaders of the
Reform movement in what is
now French-speaking
Switzerland. Educated in Paris,
he slowly began to question
Catholic orthodoxy, and by the
1520s was an active protestant
preacher, resulting in his exile
to Switzerland. Part of Farel's
aggressive work in this area
brought him to Geneva several
times, where in 1535 and 1536
he secured votes in favour of
the Reform, and later in 1536
persuaded the young
theologian John Calvin to stay.
Farel also penned Geneva's
confession of faith of that year
and their ecclesiastical articles
of the next. As such, this

volume underlines the fact that
Calvin entered the reform
movement in Geneva in a
situation in which Farel had
been already deeply involved.
To better understand that
situation, the book is divided
into two parts. The first
provides a rich and nuanced
portrait of Farel's early thought
by way of interpretive essays;
the second section offers
translations of a number of
Farel's key texts. These
translations include some of
the first widely-accessible fulllength translations of Farel's
work into English. Offering
both a scholarly overview of
Farel and his life, and access to
his own words, this book
demonstrates the importance
of Farel to the Reformation. It
will be welcomed not only by
scholars engaged in research
on French reform movements,
but also by students of history,
theology, or literature wishing
to read some of the earliest
theological texts originally
written in French.
Order and Disorder: The
Poor Clares Between
Foundation and Reform -
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Bert Roest 2013-01-09
In Order and Disorder: The
Poor Clares between
Foundation and Reform, Bert
Roest provides an up-to-date
and comprehensive history of
the Poor Clares from their
early beginnings until the
sixteenth century.
John Calvin's Impact on Church
and Society, 1509-2009 Martin Ernst Hirzel 2009-04-03
A tribute to the monumental
influence of John Calvin in the
500 years since his birth. /
What legacies, still enduring
today, have John Calvin and
Calvinism given to the church
and society in Europe and
North America? An
international group of scholars
tackles that question in this
volume honoring Calvin's 500th
birthday. These chapters
together provide a
comprehensive and accessible
introduction to Calvin's life and
thought, the history of the
Reformation in Switzerland and
worldwide, and his continuing
relevance for ecclesial, social,
and political questions today. /
Contributors: Philip Benedict,
James D. Bratt, Emidio Campi,

Wulfert de Greef, Christopher
Elwood, Eva-Maria Faber, Eric
Fuchs, Ulrich H. J. Krtner,
Christian Link, Christian
Moser, Andrew Pettegree,
Christoph Strohm, Mario
Turchetti./ The essays in this
book fit beautifully together to
provide a solid, complete work
that gives precise insight into
the many different facets of
Calvin and Calvinism. The highlevel research found here
clearly shows the great impact
that Calvin has had on both
church and society. It is a great
pleasure to see Calvin here
anew. Eberhard Busch /
University of Gttingen / That
John Calvin made a deep and
lasting impact on many aspects
of history is common
knowledge but the character of
the man and the nature of his
influence are perhaps as
controversial as any that can
be named. It is thus a
challenge to examine even a
fraction of the many ways that
Calvin s life and thought have
contributed to the shaping of
later ages in both church and
society. This volume offers
essays on key points from an
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appropriately international
group of authors appreciative
but critical, drawing on a rich
range of recent scholarship,
presented in a pleasing and
accessible form. It is a fine
place for the new reader of
Calvin to get a glimpse of his
impact, while offering a fresh
summary of some significant
issues for more advanced
students of the Reformer. Elsie
Anne McKee / Princeton
Theological Seminary / Hirzel
and Sallmann have succeeded
in gathering essays by an
illustrious circle of experts
both historians and theologians
on important areas of Calvin s
thought and impact. Ranging
from an insignificant city at the
edge of the Swiss
Confederation in the 1530s to
the Accra Confession of 2004,
these essays will serve to
correct popular
misconceptions. A fine
introduction for a broader
readership that wants more
than mere armchair theology.
Peter Opitz / University of
Zurich
A Companion to Paul in the
Reformation - R. Ward Holder

2009
The reception and
interpretation of the writings of
St Paul in the early modern
period forms the subject of this
volume. Written by experts in
the field, the articles offer a
critical overview of current
research, and introduce the
major themes in Pauline
interpretation in the
Reformation.
The Correspondence between
Princess Elisabeth of Bohemia
and René Descartes - Princess
Elisabeth of Bohemia
2007-11-01
Between the years 1643 and
1649, Princess Elisabeth of
Bohemia (1618–80) and René
Descartes (1596–1650)
exchanged fifty-eight
letters—thirty-two from
Descartes and twenty-six from
Elisabeth. Their
correspondence contains the
only known extant
philosophical writings by
Elisabeth, revealing her
mastery of metaphysics,
analytic geometry, and moral
philosophy, as well as her keen
interest in natural philosophy.
The letters are essential
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reading for anyone interested
in Descartes’s philosophy, in
particular his account of the
human being as a union of
mind and body, as well as his
ethics. They also provide a
unique insight into the
character of their authors and
the way ideas develop through
intellectual collaboration.
Philosophers have long been
familiar with Descartes’s side
of the correspondence. Now
Elisabeth’s letters—never
before available in translation
in their entirety—emerge this
volume, adding much-needed
context and depth both to
Descartes’s ideas and the
legacy of the princess. Lisa
Shapiro’s annotated
edition—which also includes
Elisabeth’s correspondence
with the Quakers William Penn
and Robert Barclay—will be
heralded by students of
philosophy, feminist theorists,
and historians of the early
modern period.
Calvin - Bruce Gordon
2009-07-21
During the glory days of the
French Renaissance, young
John Calvin (1509-1564)

experienced a profound
conversion to the faith of the
Reformation. For the rest of his
days he lived out the
implications of that
transformation—as exile,
inspired reformer, and
ultimately the dominant figure
of the Protestant Reformation.
Calvin's vision of the Christian
religion has inspired many
volumes of analysis, but this
engaging biography examines a
remarkable life. Bruce Gordon
presents Calvin as a human
being, a man at once brilliant,
arrogant, charismatic,
unforgiving, generous, and
shrewd. The book explores
with particular insight Calvin's
self-conscious view of himself
as prophet and apostle for his
age and his struggle to tame a
sense of his own superiority,
perceived by others as
arrogance. Gordon looks at
Calvin's character, his
maturing vision of God and
humanity, his personal
tragedies and failures, his
extensive relationships with
others, and the context within
which he wrote and taught.
What emerges is a man who
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devoted himself to the Church,
inspiring and transforming the
lives of others, especially those
who suffered persecution for
their religious beliefs.
Refusing to Kiss the Slipper
- Michael W. Bruening
2021-03-19
History has long viewed French
Protestants as Calvinists.
Refusing to Kiss the Slipper reexamines the Reformation in
francophone Europe,
presenting for the first time the
perspective of John Calvin's
evangelical enemies and
revealing that the French
Reformation was more complex
and colorful than previously
recognized. Michael Bruening
brings together a cast of
Calvin's opponents from
various French-speaking
territories to show that
opposition to Calvinism was
stronger and better organized
than has been recognized. He
examines individual opponents,
such as Pierre Caroli, Jerome
Bolsec, Sebastian Castellio,
Charles Du Moulin, and Jean
Morély, but more importantly,
he explores the anti-Calvinist
networks that developed

around such individuals. Each
group had its own origins and
agenda, but all agreed that
Calvin's claim to absolute
religious authority too closely
echoed the religious
sovereignty of the pope. These
oft-neglected opponents
refused to offer such
obeisance-to kiss the papal
slipper-arguing instead for
open discussion of
controversial doctrines. They
believed Calvin's self-appointed
leadership undermined the
bedrock principle of the
Reformation that the faithful be
allowed to challenge religious
authorities. This book shows
that the challenge posed by
these groups shaped the way
the Calvinists themselves
developed their reform
strategies. Bruening's work
demonstrates that the breadth
and strength of the antiCalvinist networks requires us
to abandon the traditional
assumption that Huguenots
and other francophone
Protestants were universally
Calvinist.
A Companion to the
Reformation in Geneva - Jon
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Balserak 2021-02-01
A description of the course of
the Protestant Reformation in
the city of Geneva from the
16th to the 18th centuries.
Memoirs - Marie Mancini
2009-05-15
The memoirs of Hortense
(1646–1699) and of Marie
(1639–1715) Mancini, nieces of
the powerful Cardinal Mazarin
and members of the court of
Louis XIV, represent the
earliest examples in France of
memoirs published by women
under their own names during
their lifetimes. Both unhappily
married—Marie had also fled
the aftermath of her failed
affair with the king—the sisters
chose to leave their husbands
for life on the road, a life quite
rare for women of their day.
Through their writings, the
Mancinis sought to rehabilitate
their reputations and reclaim
the right to define their public
images themselves, rather than
leave the stories of their lives
to the intrigues of the
court—and to their disgruntled
ex-husbands. First translated in
1676 and 1678 and credited
largely to male redactors, the

two memoirs reemerge here in
an accessible English
translation that chronicles the
beginnings of women’s rights
to personal independence
within the confines of an
otherwise circumscribed early
modern aristocratic society.
The Short Chronicle - Jeanne
de Jussie 2007-11-01
Jeanne de Jussie (1503–61)
experienced the Protestant
Reformation from within the
walls of the Convent of Saint
Clare in Geneva. In her
impassioned and engaging
Short Chronicle, she offers a
singular account of the
Reformation, reporting not only
on the larger clashes between
Protestants and Catholics but
also on events in her
convent—devious city
councilmen who lied to trusting
nuns, lecherous soldiers who
tried to kiss them, and
iconoclastic intruders who
smashed statues and burned
paintings. Throughout her tale,
Jussie highlights women’s roles
on both sides of the conflict,
from the Reformed women who
came to her convent in an
attempt to convert the nuns to
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the Catholic women who
ransacked the shop of a
Reformed apothecary. Above
all, she stresses the Poor
Clares’ faithfulness and the
good men and women who
came to them in their time of
need, ending her story with the
nuns’ arduous journey by foot
from Reformed Geneva to
Catholic Annecy. First
published in French in 1611,
Jussie’s Short Chronicle is
translated here for an Englishspeaking audience for the first
time, providing a fresh
perspective on struggles for
religious and political power in
sixteenth-century Geneva and a
rare glimpse at early modern
monastic life.
Documents of the
Reformation - John A. Wagner
2018-11-30
An engaging and accurate
introduction to the Protestant
Reformation, told in the words
of those who led it, opposed it,
and lived it. • Offers readers an
understanding of the origins
and development of the
Protestant Reformation, and
the main beliefs and positions
of both Catholics and

Protestants and of the different
branches of Protestantism, e.g.,
Lutheranism, Calvinism, and
Anabaptism • Includes more
than 60 defining primary
document selections • Features
a detailed chronology and a
useful general bibliography as
well as bibliographies specific
to individual documents for
directed study • Presents a
detailed general Introduction
that puts the Reformation as a
movement into historical
context as well as introductions
specific to each document
selection that contextualize
individual selections within the
scope of the work
Irish Women in Religious
Orders, 1530-1700 - Bronagh
Ann McShane 2022-10-18
This book investigates the
impact of the dissolution of the
monasteries on women
religious and examines their
survival in the following
decades, showing how, despite
the state's official proscription
of vocation living, religious
vocation options for women
continued in less formal ways.
McShane explores the
experiences of Irish women
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who travelled to the Continent
in pursuit of formal religious
vocational formation, covering
both those accommodated in
English and European
continental convents' and those
in the Irish convents
established in Spanish
Flanders and the Iberian
Peninsula. Further, this book
discusses the revival of
religious establishments for
women in Ireland from 1629
and outlines the links between
these new convents and the
Irish foundations abroad.
Overall, this study provides a
rich picture of Irish women
religious during a period of
unprecedented change and
upheaval.
Selected Poetry and Prose Chiara Matraini 2009-05-15
Chiara Matraini (1515–1604?)
was a member of the great
flowering of poetic imitators
and innovators in the Italian
literary heritage begun by
Petrarch, cultivated later by
the lyric poet Pietro Bembo,
and supplanted by the epic
poet Torquato Tasso. Though
without formal training,
Matraini excelled in a number

of literary genres popular at
the time—poetry, religious
meditation, discourse, and
dialogue. In her midlife, she
published a collection of erotic
love poetry, but later in life her
work shifted toward a search
for spiritual salvation. Near the
end of her life, she published a
new poetry retrospective.
Mostly available in only a
handful of rare book
collections, her writings are
now adeptly translated here for
an English-speaking audience
and situated historically in an
introduction by noted Matraini
expert Giovanna Rabitti.
Selected Poetry and Prose
allows the poet to finally take
her place as one of the seminal
authors of the Renaissance,
next to her contemporaries
Vittoria Colonna and Laura
Battiferra, also published in the
Other Voice series.
Poacher’s Pilgrimage Alastair McIntosh 2018-03-09
The islands of the Outer
Hebrides are home to some of
the most remote and
spectacular scenery in the
world. They host an
astonishing range of
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mysterious structures - stone
circles, beehive dwellings, holy
wells and 'temples' from the
Celtic era. Over a twelve-day
pilgrimage, often in appalling
conditions, Alastair McIntosh
returns to the islands of his
childhood and explores the
meaning of these places.
Traversing moors and
mountains, struggling through
torrential rivers, he walks from
the most southerly tip of Harris
to the northerly Butt of Lewis.
The book is a walk through
space and time, across a
physical landscape and into a
spiritual one. As he battled
with his own ability to endure
some of the toughest terrain in
Britain, he met with the
healing power of the land and
its communities. This is a
moving book, a powerful
reflection not simply of this
extraordinary place and its
people met along the way, but
of imaginative hope for
humankind.
Sources of Western Society
Since 1300 - Amy R. Caldwell
2010-10-13
This primary source collection
provides a diverse selection of

sources to accompany each
chapter of A History of Western
Society, Tenth Edition. Each
chapter contains at least five
sources that present history
from the viewpoints of wellknown and ordinary individuals
alike. Now with 19 visual
sources and 30% more
documents, this edition offers
great breadth and depth in its
sources. To foster lively
comparative debates, a new
“Viewpoints” feature in each
chapter highlights two or three
documents that address the
same topic from different
perspectives.
Warnings to the Kings and
Advice on Restoring Spain María de Guevara 2008-09-15
During a pivotal point in
Spanish history, aristocrat
María de Guevara (?–1683)
produced two extraordinary
essays that appealed for strong
leadership, protested political
corruption, and demanded the
inclusion of women in the
court’s decision making.
“Treaty” gave Philip IV
practical suggestions for
fighting the war against
Portugal and
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“Disenchantments” counseled
the king-to-be, Charles II, on
strategies to raise the country’s
status in Europe. This
annotated bilingual edition,
featuring Nieves Romero-Díaz’s
adroit translation, reproduces
Guevara’s polemics for the first
time. Guevara’s provocative
writings call on Spanish women
to bear the responsibility
equally with men for restoring
Spain’s power in Europe and
elsewhere. The collection also
includes examples of Guevara’s
shorter writings that exemplify
her ability to speak on matters
of state, network with
dignitaries, and govern family
affairs. Witty, ironic, and
rhetorically sophisticated,
Guevara’s essays provide a
fresh perspective on the
possibilities for women in the
public sphere in seventeenthcentury Spain.
Economics of Faith - Esther
Chung-Kim 2021
"This book addresses the role
of religious reformers in the
development of poor relief in
the sixteenth century. During
the Reformation, religious
leaders served as catalysts,

organizers, stabilizers, and
consolidators of poor relief
programs to alleviate poverty.
Although once in line with the
religious piety, voluntary
poverty was no longer a
spiritual virtue for many
religious reformers. Rather
they imagined social welfare
reform to be an integral part of
religious reform and worked to
modify existing common chests
or set up new ones. As crises
and migration exacerbated
poverty and caused begging to
be an increasing concern,
Catholic humanists and
Protestant reformers moved
beyond traditional charity to
urge coordination and
centralization of a poor relief
system. For example, Martin
Luther promoted the
consolidation of former
ecclesiastical property in the
poor relief plan for Leisnig in
1523, while Juan Luis Vives
devised a new social welfare
proposal for Bruges in 1526. In
negotiations with magistrates
and city councils, reformers
helped to shape various local
institutions, such hospitals,
orphanages, job creation
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programs, and scholarships for
students, as well as to develop
new ways of supporting
foreigners, strangers, and
refugees. Religious leaders
contributed to caring for the
vulnerable because poverty
was a problem too big for any
one group or one government
to tackle. As religious options
multiplied within Christianity,
one's understanding of
community would determine
the boundaries, albeit
contested and sometimes fluid,
of responsible poor relief"-Women Reformers of Early
Modern Europe - Kirsi I.
Stjerna 2022-10-04
Women Reformers of Early
Modern Europe provides an
expansive view of women
negotiating their faith, voice,
and agency in the religious and
cultural scene of the sixteenthcentury reformations. Women
from different geographic
contexts (Germany, France,
Spain, Italy, Holland, and
Scandinavia) and from a broad
spectrum of vocations and
social standings are
highlighted along with
examples of their original

writings in English translation
(in some cases brand new). An
international, interdisciplinary
cohort of over thirty scholars
provide cutting-edge
scholarship on women,
religion, and gender in the
sixteenth-century reformation
context. Chapters interpret
historical sources relevant to
the women in question and
provide original material for a
deeper understanding of each
woman's specific negotiations
about her faith and religious
preferences, as well as about
her specific options--as a
woman. Most of the women in
the book left a written record,
providing a valuable window
into women's spirituality and
theology. Gender questions are
engaged throughout the
chapters that provide
irrefutable evidence of
women's essential roles in the
reception and implementation
of the Protestant confessions.
An important voice comes from
women who defended their
right to profess Catholic faith.
Thematic articles enhance the
analysis of the roles,
experiences, and contributions
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of individual women in
different contexts and positions
vis-à-vis reformation teachings.
Women stand out as writers,
theologians, historians, biblical
interpreters, publishers,
hymnwriters, rulers, pastoral
care givers, defenders of
justice, "heretics," rebels,
midwives, mothers, and
friends. The tone of the volume
is scholarly but invites a broad
spectrum of readers who have
varying levels of background
knowledge. It is especially
suitable as a textbook or as a
reference guide in different
disciplines (reformation
studies, church history,
theological history, gender
scholarship, early modern and
sixteenth-century studies; and
language studies).
The Samaritan Woman's
Story - Caryn A. Reeder
2022-02-15
Most Christians are familiar
with this picture of the woman
at the well: a sinner, an
adulteress, even a prostitute.
Exploring the reception history
of John 4, Caryn Reeder
challenges common
interpretational assumptions

about women and sexuality,
yielding fresh insights from the
story's original context and
offering a bold challenge to
teach the Bible in a way that
truly values the voices of
women.
Augsburg During the
Reformation Era - B. Ann
Tlusty 2012-09-15
Sixteenth-century Augsburg
comes to life in this beautifully
chosen and elegantly
translated selection of original
documents. Ranging across the
whole panoply of social activity
from the legislative
reformation to work,
recreation, and family life,
these extracts make plain the
subtle system of checks and
balances, violence, and selfregulation that brought order
and vibrancy to a sophisticated
city community. Most of all we
hear sixteenth-century people
speak: in their petitions and
complaints, their nervous
responses under interrogation,
their rage and laughter. Tlusty
has done an invaluable service
in crafting a collection that
should be an indispensable
part of the teaching syllabus. --
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Andrew Pettegree, University
of St. Andrews
The Short Chronicle - Jeanne
de Jussie 2006-05-15
Jeanne de Jussie (1503–61)
experienced the Protestant
Reformation from within the
walls of the Convent of Saint
Clare in Geneva. In her
impassioned and engaging
Short Chronicle, she offers a
singular account of the
Reformation, reporting not only
on the larger clashes between
Protestants and Catholics but
also on events in her
convent—devious city
councilmen who lied to trusting
nuns, lecherous soldiers who
tried to kiss them, and
iconoclastic intruders who
smashed statues and burned
paintings. Throughout her tale,
Jussie highlights women’s roles
on both sides of the conflict,
from the Reformed women who
came to her convent in an
attempt to convert the nuns to
the Catholic women who
ransacked the shop of a
Reformed apothecary. Above
all, she stresses the Poor
Clares’ faithfulness and the
good men and women who

came to them in their time of
need, ending her story with the
nuns’ arduous journey by foot
from Reformed Geneva to
Catholic Annecy. First
published in French in 1611,
Jussie’s Short Chronicle is
translated here for an Englishspeaking audience for the first
time, providing a fresh
perspective on struggles for
religious and political power in
sixteenth-century Geneva and a
rare glimpse at early modern
monastic life.
Catholic Culture in the USA
- John Portmann 2010-02-10
This study of Catholicism
articulates how theological
teachings trickle down from
the Vatican and influence
decisions about food, marriage,
sex, community celebrations,
and medical care.
Contested Spaces of Nobility
in Early Modern Europe Charles Lipp 2016-05-13
In recent years scholars have
increasingly challenged and
reassessed the once
established concept of the
'crisis of the nobility' in earlymodern Europe. Offering a
range of case studies from
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countries across Europe this
collection further expands our
understanding of just how the
nobility adapted to the rapidly
changing social, political,
religious and cultural
circumstances around them. By
allowing readers to compare
and contrast a variety of case
studies across a range of
national and disciplinary
boundaries, a fuller - if more
complex - picture emerges of
the strategies and actions
employed by nobles to retain
their influence and wealth. The
nobility exploited Renaissance
science and education,
disruptions caused by war and
religious strife, changing
political ideas and concepts,
the growth of a market
economy, and the evolution of
centralized states in order to
maintain their lineage,
reputation, and position.
Through an examination of the
differing strategies utilized to
protect their status, this
collection reveals much about
the fundamental role of the
'second order' in European
history and how they had to
redefine the social and cultural

'spaces' in which they found
themselves. By using a
transnational and comparative
approach to the study of the
European nobility, the volume
offers exciting new
perspectives on this important,
if often misunderstood, social
group.
The Protestant Reformation
and World Christianity - Dale
T. Irvin 2017-08-07
The sixteenth-century
Reformation in all its forms and
expressions sought nothing
less than the transformation of
the Christian faith. Five
hundred years later, in today's
context of world Christianity,
the transformation continues.
In this volume, editor Dale
Irvin draws together a variety
of international Christian
perspectives that open up new
understandings of the
Reformation. In six chapters,
contributors offer general
discussions and case studies of
the effects of the Protestant
Reformation on global
communities from the sixteenth
century to the present.
Together, these essays
encourage a reading and
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interpretation of the
Reformation that will aid in the
further transformation of
Christianity today. CONTENTS:
Introduction 1. Jews and
Muslims in Europe: Exorcising
Prejudice against the Other
Charles Amjad-Ali 2. Spaniards
in the Americas: Las Casas
among the Reformers Joel
Morales Cruz 3. Women from
Then to Now: A Commitment to
Mutuality and Literacy
Rebecca A. Giselbrecht 4. The
Global South: The Synod of
Dort on Baptizing the "Ethnics"
David D. Daniels 5. The
Protestant Reformations in
Asia: A Blessing or a Curse?
Peter C. Phan 6. The Modern
Era: Contemporary Challenges
in Light of the Reformation
Vladimir Latinovic
Women and the
Reformation - Kirsi Stjerna
2011-09-09
Women and the Reformation
gathers historical materials
and personal accounts to
provide a comprehensive and
accessible look at the status
and contributions of women as
leaders in the 16th century
Protestant world. Explores the

new and expanded role as core
participants in Christian life
that women experienced
during the Reformation
Examines diverse individual
stories from women of the
times, ranging from
biographical sketches of the exnun Katharina von Bora Luther
and Queen Jeanne d’Albret, to
the prophetess Ursula Jost and
the learned Olimpia Fulvia
Morata Brings together social
history and theology to provide
a groundbreaking volume on
the theological effects that
these women had on Christian
life and spirituality
Accompanied by a website at
www.blackwellpublishing.com/
stjerna offering student’s
access to the writings by the
women featured in the book
T&T Clark Companion to
Reformation Theology - David
M Whitford 2014-09-25
This volume introduces the
main theological topics of
Reformation theology in a
language that is clear and
concise. Theology in the
Reformation era can be
complicated and contentious.
This volume aims to cut
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through the theological jargon
and explain what people
believed and why. The book
begins with an essay that
explains to students how one
can approach the study of 16th
century theology. It includes a
guide to major events, persons,
doctrines, and movements.
Calvin and the Early
Reformation - Brian C.
Brewer 2019-12-09
To understand Calvin’s
Reformed theology one must
see his early context. Eleven
scholars have joined in this
volume to explore the people,
movements, politics, education
and controversies that shaped
the young man Calvin into the
reformer he would become.
Embodiment, Identity, and
Gender in the Early Modern
Age - Amy E. Leonard
2020-12-31
Embracing a multiconfessional
and transnational approach
that stretches from central
Europe, to Scotland and
England, from Iberia to Africa
and Asia, this volume explores
the lives, work, and
experiences of women and men
during the tumultuous fifteenth

to seventeenth centuries. The
authors, all leading experts in
their fields, utilize a broad
range of methodologies from
cultural history to women’s
history, from masculinity
studies to digital mapping, to
explore the dynamics and
power of constructed gender
roles. Ranging from intellectual
representations of virginity to
the plight of refugees, from the
sea journeys of Jesuit
missionaries to the impact of
Transatlantic economies on
women’s work, from nuns
discovering new ways to
tolerate different religious
expressions to bleeding
corpses used in criminal trials,
these essays address the wide
diversity and historical
complexity of identity, gender,
and the body in the early
modern age. With its diversity
of topics, fields, and interests
of its authors, this volume is a
valuable source for students
and scholars of the history of
women, gender, and sexuality
as well as social and cultural
history in the early modern
world.
Deborah's Daughters - Joy A.
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Schroeder 2014
Joy A. Schroeder explores
centuries of Jewish and
Christian interpretations of the
biblical story of Deborah, an
authoritative judge, prophet,
and war leader who violently
defeated her enemies.
Creating Clare of Assisi - Lezlie
S. Knox 2008
Drawing upon the writings of
medieval women, this book
distinguishes the historical
figure of Clare of Assisi from
the uses made of her spiritual
legacy in debates over the role
of women in the Franciscan
Order in later medieval Italy.
Book Review Index 2009 - Dana
Ferguson 2009-08
Book Review Index provides
quick access to reviews of
books, periodicals, books on
tape and electronic media
representing a wide range of
popular, academic and
professional interests. The upto-date coverage, wide scope
and inclusion of citations for
both newly published and older
materials make Book Review
Index an exceptionally useful
reference tool. More than 600
publications are indexed,

including journals and national
general interest publications
and newspapers. Book Review
Index is available in a threeissue subscription covering the
current year or as an annual
cumulation covering the past
year.
MLA International
Bibliography of Books and
Articles on the Modern
Languages and Literatures 2006
The Ashgate Research
Companion to Women and
Gender in Early Modern
Europe - Jane Couchman
2016-03-23
Over the past three decades
scholars have transformed the
study of women and gender in
early modern Europe. This
Ashgate Research Companion
presents an authoritative
review of the current research
on women and gender in early
modern Europe from a multidisciplinary perspective. The
authors examine women’s
lives, ideologies of gender, and
the differences between
ideology and reality through
the recent research across
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many disciplines, including
history, literary studies, art
history, musicology, history of
science and medicine, and
religious studies. The book is
intended as a resource for
scholars and students of
Europe in the early modern
period, for those who are just
beginning to explore these
issues and this time period, as
well as for scholars learning
about aspects of the field in
which they are not yet an
expert. The companion offers
not only a comprehensive
examination of the current
research on women in early
modern Europe, but will act as
a spark for new research in the
field.
Voices of the Reformation:
Contemporary Accounts of
Daily Life - John A. Wagner
2015-05-05
This fascinating collection of
primary source documents
furnishes the accounts—in
their own words—of those who
initiated, advanced, or lived
through the Reformation.
Starting in 1500, Europe
transformed from a united
Christendom into a continent

bitterly divided between
Catholicism and Protestantism
by the end of the century. This
illuminating text reveals what
happened during that period by
presenting the social, religious,
economic, political, and
cultural life of the European
Reformation of the 16th
century in the words of those
who lived through it. Detailed
and comprehensive, the work
includes 60 primary source
documents that shed light on
the character, personalities,
and events of that time and
provides context, questions,
and activities for successfully
incorporating these documents
into academic research and
reading projects. A special
section provides guidelines for
better evaluating and
understanding primary
documents. Topics include late
medieval religion, Martin
Luther, reformation in
Germany and the Peasants'
War, the rise of Calvinism, and
the English Reformation. •
Supports common core
standards for English language
arts/history and social studies
by promoting critical thinking •
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Covers the people and events
of the period in Germany,
France, Italy, the British Isles,
and elsewhere in Europe •
Defines unfamiliar terms
alongside of the documents
that contain them • Features a
chronology listing important
dates and events pertaining to
the Protestant Reformation
Selected Poems and
Translations - Madeleine de
l'Aubespine 2008-09-15
Madeleine de l’Aubespine
(1546–1596), the toast of
courtly and literary circles in
sixteenth-century Paris, penned
beautiful love poems to famous
women of her day. The wellconnected daughter and wife of
prominent French secretaries
of state, l’Aubespine was
celebrated by her male peers
for her erotic lyricism and
scathingly original voice.
Rather than adopt the
conventional self-effacement
that defined female poets of
the time, l’Aubespine’s
speakers are sexual, dominant,
and defiant; and her subjects
are women who are able to
manipulate, rebuke, and even
humiliate men. Unavailable in

English until now and only
recently identified from
scattered and sometimes
misattributed sources,
l’Aubespine’s poems and
literary works are presented
here in Anna Klosowska’s
vibrant translation. This
collection, which features one
of the first French lesbian
sonnets as well as
reproductions of l’Aubespine’s
poetic translations of Ovid and
Ariosto, will be heralded by
students and scholars in
literature, history, and
women’s studies as an
important addition to the
Renaissance canon.
Sources of Western Society,
Volume I - Amy R. Caldwell
2010-10-13
Accompanies: A history of
Western society, 10th ed., and
Western society: a brief
history, 2nd ed.
Scanderbeide - Margherita
Sarrocchi 2007-11-01
The first historical heroic epic
authored by a woman,
Scanderbeide recounts the
exploits of fifteenth-century
Albanian warrior-prince
George Scanderbeg and his
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war of resistance against the
Ottoman sultanate. Filled with
scenes of intense and
suspenseful battles contrasted
with romantic episodes,
Scanderbeide combines the
action and fantasy
characteristic of the genre with
analysis of its characters’
motivations. In selecting a
military campaign as her
material and epic poetry as her
medium, Margherita Sarrocchi
(1560?–1617) not only engages
in the masculine subjects of
political conflict and warfare
but also tackles a genre that
was, until that point, the sole
purview of men. First
published posthumously in
1623, Scanderbeide reemerges
here in an adroit English prose
translation that maintains the
suspense of the original text
and gives ample context to its
rich cultural implications.
Teaching Other Voices Margaret L. King 2008-09-15
The books in The Other Voice
in Early Modern Europe series
chronicle the heretofore
neglected stories of women
between 1400 and 1700 with
the aim of reviving scholarly

interest in their thought as
expressed in a full range of
genres: treatises, orations, and
history; lyric, epic, and
dramatic poetry; novels and
novellas; letters, biography,
and autobiography; philosophy
and science. Teaching Other
Voices: Women and Religion in
Early Modern Europe
complements these rich
volumes by identifying themes
useful in literature, history,
religion, women's studies, and
introductory humanities
courses. The volume's
introduction, essays, and
suggested course materials are
intended as guides for
teachers--but will serve the
needs of students and scholars
as well.
Liberty in the Things of God Robert Louis Wilken
2019-04-09
From one of the leading
historians of Christianity comes
this sweeping reassessment of
religious freedom, from the
church fathers to John Locke In
the ancient world Christian
apologists wrote in defense of
their right to practice their
faith in the cities of the Roman
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Empire. They argued that
religious faith is an inward
disposition of the mind and
heart and cannot be coerced by
external force, laying a
foundation on which later
generations would build.
Chronicling the history of the
struggle for religious freedom
from the early Christian
movement through the
seventeenth century, Robert
Louis Wilken shows that the
origins of religious freedom
and liberty of conscience are
religious, not political, in
origin. They took form before
the Enlightenment through the
labors of men and women of
faith who believed there could
be no justice in society without
liberty in the things of God.
This provocative book, drawing
on writings from the early
Church as well as the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries,
reminds us of how "the
meditations of the past were
fitted to affairs of a later day."
Floridoro - Moderata
(Modesta Pozzo) Fonte

2007-11-01
The first original chivalric
poem written by an Italian
woman, Floridoro imbues a
strong feminist ethos into a
hypermasculine genre. Dotted
with the usual
characteristics—dark forests,
illusory palaces, enchanted
islands, seductive
sorceresses—Floridoro is the
story of the two greatest
knights of a bygone age: the
handsome Floridoro, who risks
everything for love, and the
beautiful Risamante, who helps
women in distress while on a
quest for her inheritance.
Throughout, Moderata Fonte
(1555–92) vehemently defends
women’s capacity to rival male
prowess in traditionally maledominated spheres. And her
open criticism of women’s lack
of education is echoed in the
plights of various female
characters who must depend
on unreliable men. First
published in 1581, Floridoro
remains a vivacious and
inventive narrative by a
singular poet.
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